In a previous article, I defined a framework for evaluating presidential political leadership in France as one that admits the contingent, context specific nature of leadership, but which allows structural regularities to emerge through comparison of French Presidents over fifty years (Cole, 2008) . Understanding the inheritance is a precondition for evaluating Sarkozy's leadership in context. The French presidential office was shaped and defined in a context of crisis, and has evolved through the contradictory impulse of contingent forces: of individual incumbents, of changing political circumstances and of evolutions in the external settings.
The first level of analysis is that of the individual. The presidential office is invested by individuals who bring different styles, visions, sets of beliefs and capacities to the office. Style is best understood in terms of the complex mix of preferences, beliefs, skills and values of individual leaders. Presidents of the Fifth Republic are also influenced by role perceptions of appropriate behaviour, by past presidential practice and by understanding the rituals associated with the office. The debate over style and role is embedded in a much broader ontological debate about structure and agency which, if it necessarily falls beyond the scope of this chapter, underpins the substantive argument presented here.
The role model of presidential political leadership was that provided by de Gaulle, whose lofty presidential style was imitated to a greater or lesser extent by his five successors, especially in foreign policy. The General's concern with restoring French diplomatic and political prestige influenced his practice as President. His priority areas of interest lay in foreign policy, European affairs and defence, though he was prompt to intervene in domestic politics when deemed necessary (in terms of fundamental macro-economic choices or managing strikes, for example). De Gaulle came closest to disguising the partisan function behind his public display of monarchical aloofness. The Olympian style imparted to the presidency by de Gaulle was to some extent disingenuous, however (Hayward, 1993) . The anti-partisan discourse adopted by de Gaulle appeared increasingly superficial, notably after he had been directly elected as President after being forced to a second ballot in the 1965 presidential election.
None of de Gaulle's successors were able to boast a comparable personal prestige. While there is a considerable body of literature on the evolution of the presidential office from de Gaulle to Mitterrand (Hayward 1993), understanding Sarkozy's tenure requires a more direct
